Minutes- Executive Meeting, 29th April 2013
Present
President- Cameron Brooks (CB)
Vice-President- Tim Kitching (TK)
Treasurer – Ryo Harada (RH)
Secretary – James Davey (JD)
Services Officer – Kieran Wilson (KW)
Ents Officers – Johnny Staunton Sykes (JSS) and Oli Shale (OS)
Communications Officer – Adam Smith (AS)
Access Officer – Billy Haslam (BH)
Male Welfare Officer – Lloyd Hilton (LH)
Female Welfare Officer – Sarah Gales (SG)
Green Officer – Matt Williams (MW)
International and Racial Equalities Officer – Jantien Van Renterghem (JVR)
LGBT Officer – Alistair Bolger (AB)
Apologies for Absences
Disabilities and Mental Health Officer – Katie Heath (KH)
Meeting Starts
President
CB: Welcomes the committee back. Immediately addresses the priority concern of asking
when exam term doughnuts and ice cream will be starting.
SG: Tells CB that welfare doughnuts will be beginning this week, every Thursday from now
on.
CB: Recommends that welfare doughnuts do not clash with High Tea, which begins on
6th May. Moves onto the evidently less pressing news that the Caesareans have been invited
to play a game of touch rugby on college grounds, with a bar and a guest list, in order to

avert the Daily Mail-led media circus of Caesarean Sunday. This event would not require the
involvement of the JCSU.
Vice President:
TK: Nothing to report.
Treasurer:
RH: Takes the fifth.
Secretary:
JD: Has predictably little to contribute.
Communications:
AS: Has successfully annexed the unofficial Jesus College Offer-Holders Facebook group
after propositioning the former administrator. Was disappointed to discover that the group
is really ‘not all that’ at the moment, but expects it to become a thriving hub of activity once
results are out.
Access:
BH: The Alternative Prospectus is shaping up nicely, just lacking photos of college and
students. Emails have been sent asking students to send in photos they think would be
appropriate.
Green:
MW: Plans to hold Fairtrade Football at the end of term. Responds to the increasing
scepticism that the event will ever take place by staking the credibility of his office on it
being held by the end of the academic year.
Welfare:
SG: Has spoken to Cambridge University Massage Society in light of the popularity of
massage sessions in the exam term of 2012, but their availability is restricted this term.
LH: Has got the critical all-clear from Geoff Parks for the bouncy castle, now just needs the
approval of the Domestic Bursar.
International and Racial Equalities:
JVR: No breaking news.
CB: Recommends a film night in the near future.
LGBT:
AB: Swap planned for Wednesday night.

Ents:
CB: Reiterates that Suicide Sunday is taking place on 16 th June.
OS: Caff is providing the barbeque, the JCSU will sell the food. They have also booked a
bungee run, a bouncy castle, and sumo wrestling.
AS: Asks if there is any truth to the rumour that just one Chuckle Brother will be making a
surprise appearance at the Jesus Garden Party (rumours that they no longer do joint events
since the revelation that their fraternal relationship is actually a paternal one are equally
unconfirmed).
BH: Has heard off the grapevine that Dave Benson Phillips will be making an appearance.
OS: Dispels these rumours and instead clarifies that Shooting Suns, Jesus College Big Band,
and the American DJ Matt are the confirmed acts. Unfortunately the steel drum band which
made an appearance in the bar last term are unavailable, and they are liaising with the Funk
Nuggets as well. Regarding ageing children’s entertainers of the late 90s, the rumour mill is
yet to grind any speculation into fact.
CB: Adds that the by-elections of Wednesday to replace TK and KH will be done by online
ballot. Plans to rope the winners into helping out on Suicide Sunday.
JD: Speculates that, in that case, they best hope Ed Mellor is not elected Vice President

